
Vanilla Ice
aka, Rob Van Winkle

Learn more about Vanilla Ice, host of the Vanilla 

Ice Project and Vanilla Ice goes Amish.
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Vanilla Ice Select a DIY Host
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The Shows

The Vanilla Ice Project
Best known for his ‘90s music, pop icon Vanilla Ice 

also brings more than 15 years of home improvement 

experience to this 7,000-square-foot Palm Beach 

mansion. In each episode of DIY Network’s The 

Vanilla Ice Project, Vanilla Ice (aka Robert Van 

Winkle) and his crew of contractors get down to 

business and renovate a different room of the 

home. He’ll pound nails and call the shots in 

this room-by-room renovation.

Vanilla Ice Goes Amish
Best known for his ‘90s music, pop icon Vanilla Ice 

also brings more than 15 years of home improvement 

experience to this 7,000-square-foot Palm Beach 

mansion. In each episode of DIY Network’s The Vanilla 

Ice Project, Vanilla Ice (aka Robert Van Winkle) and his 

crew of contractors get down to business and renovate a 

different room of the home. He’ll pound nails and call the 

shots in this room-by-room renovation.
Sundays at 10pm/9c
Full Schedule

Sundays at 10pm/9c
Full Schedule

Ten Question with Vanilla Ice
By Fred Williamson
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Slide 1 - Host Splash
Image of host to possibly be cimemagraph.

Slide content to include host name and 
host’s shows.

This slide fills the entire window, content 
scaling up or down as needed.

Sticky Nav
Nav will affix to top of browser window 
when scroll places it there. Includes a 
linked slide counter and a dropdown allow-
ing user to select another show host.

Slide 2 - Host Biography
Will take advantage of adobe exclusion to 
wrap text around host photo.

Aditionally, this slide will fill browesr window 
and scrolling text will scroll around fixed 
position photo.

This slide fills the entire window, content 
scaling up or down as needed.

This slde will utilize regions to ensure col-
umns degrade in proper order as window is 
resized smaller.

Slide 6 - Host Quote
Quote from host will take advantage of text 
shape and/or exclusion to “nest” itself in to 
the photo.

Photo will transition from grayscale to color 
with adobe color filter as it reaches center 
of browser window.

Use of parallax scrolling will allow text to 
float into position as user scrolls into slide. 
Text will begin as blurred and focus as 
reached the center of the window

This slide fills the entire window, content 
scaling up or down as needed.

Slide 3 - Host Quote
Quote from host will take advantage of text 
shape and/or exclusion to “nest” itself in to 
the photo.

Photo will transition from grayscale to color 
with adobe color filter as it reaches center 
of browser window.

Use of parallax scrolling will allow text to 
float into position as user scrolls into slide. 
Text will begin as blurred and focus as 
reached the center of the window

This slide fills the entire window, content 
scaling up or down as needed.

Slide 7 - Host Interview/10 Questions
Will take advantage of adobe exclusion to 
wrap text around photo.

This slide fills the entire window, content 
scaling up or down as needed.

This slde will utilize regions to ensure col-
umns degrade in proper order as window is 
resized smaller.

Slide 4 - Host Photo Slideshow
Use of parallax scrolling will allow carousel 
images to float into position as user scrolls 
into slide. Title will also do the same.

This slide fills the entire window, photos 
scaling up or down as needed.

Entire browser window is slideshow area.

Slide tansitions couls use Open GL and 
maybe be a page turn, pr some similar ef-
fect.

Slide 5 - Host Shows
Use of parallax scrolling will allow page 
componest to settle settle into place as iser 
scrolls.

Layout of this section is custom based on 
how many shows are hosted. Definitely 
subject to change and experimentation.

This slide fills the entire window, photos 
scaling up or down as needed.

Entire browser window is slideshow area.

This slide fills the entire window, content 
scaling up or down as needed.

This slde will utilize regions to ensure col-
umns degrade in proper order as window is 
resized smaller.

Show video carousel, on video selection 
will overlay entire browser window with 
carousel persistent below video for easy 
switching.

Photos will transition from grayscale to 
color with adobe color filter as they reach 
center of browser window.

Will take advantage of shape to mask 
photos.


